
The project is the Exhibition Center of 

Shenzhen-Hong Kong International 

Center, which is planned to be a 

multifunctional community. As the eastern 

core of the Greater Bay Area, its main 

tower will become a new landmark in the 

skyline of Shenzhen and even China.The 

Exhibition Center,enjoys favorable 

landscape and urban resources and will 

act as the first “spokesman” of Shenzhen-

Hong Kong International Center to the 

public. 
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The project design focuses on “interpreting the traditional Chinese culture and arts in a modern way”. During 

the day, the building presents a distinctive modern architectural form, which appears like a white box made 

of translucent glass. Against surrounding landscapes, it seems like floating above a reflective pool. After 

nightfall, however, the box is clad in a dynamic Silk Road landscape scroll painting that rises spirally up the 

building, perfectly showcasing the combination between traditional Chinese culture & art and modern 

architecture. The magnificent Silk Road landscape scroll painting on the façade is a highlight of the project, 

making people stop to admire its beauty. Late at night the grand and majestic building gradually returns to 

the tranquil and hazy environment, embracing the nature. 

白色玻璃盒子 White Box

PM07：00-PM09：00-卷轴画卷 Scroll Painting



入口视角 View at The Entrance

半鸟瞰视角 Overhead View



南面透视图 Perspective View on The South Side

北面透视图 Perspective View on The North Side



PM07：00-PM09：00   卷轴画卷 Scroll Painting

The architectural form reflects the core concept of “Spiral Scroll”, with a double skin of functional curtain-

wall and decorative curtain-wall (the scroll part). The outerlayer of the facade is adecorative glass curtain-wall, 

which is dotted with glazed ultra-white spots (Those spots together occupy half of the total area of the wall), 

while the inner layer is a medium-gray functional glass curtain-wall. The two layers of curtain walls leave a 

continuous 70cm-wide space inbetween. In this in-between space, transparent P25 LED screens were 

installed, with a total area of about 1,300sqm. Each customized LED screen is as large as the unit component 

of the decorative glass curtain-wall, making the lighting and the curtain-wall system a perfect match. 



PM9：00-PM10：00    归隐自然 Back to Nature

PM9：00-PM10：00    归隐自然 Back to Nature


